Visit the Ulysses Fair

Wednesday, January 10, 2018
7:45am to 11:15am
12:00pm to 2:30pm
Northwest High School Auditorium

Elizabeth Allsopp  Puerto Rico: State, Territory, or Independent Nation
Nina Bendt  Youths in Business: A Study of Youth Entrepreneurship
Liana Bowles  A Study of the Perception of Accents
Jasleen Broca  Preventing Hate Crimes through the Power of Education
Julia Brock  Talk to the Hands: The Benefits of Hearing Children Learning Sign Language
Leanna Choo  The Effectiveness of Alternative Therapies for Athletes
Kayla Cumbo  The Press on Depression
Mia Fennell  Addiction to Opioids
Amy Hoang  A Mind Full of Art
Jennifer Hoang  Behind the Scenes of Stage Fright
Peter Josevski  How Do Animals Affect the Health of Humans?
Anjali Kubli  The Role of Service Dogs for Veterans with Post Traumatic Stress Disorder
Melanie Leung  Speaking Towards Your Future
Sydney Lipsman  More Than Just a Pet: The Benefits of Animal-Assisted Therapy
Melanie Maslansky  Laugh It Off: A Study of Laughter’s Effect on Health
Natalie Morgan  The Art of Taste Preferences
Stephanie Neville  From Toilet to Tap: A Look Into the Possibilities of Direct Potable Reuse
Jamie Pincus  A Study of the Quality of Care for the Elderly
Jordan Qassis  Challenges and Hope for the Colorblind
Mairead Whitford Jones  A Closer Look at Our Health Classes
Astrid Widjaja  The Model Minority Myth
Lesly Zouantcha  Diaries of the Dreamers: A Study of Immigration